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In Regge calculus the space-time manifold is approximated by certain ab-
stract simplicial complex, called a pseudo-manifold, and the metric is approx-
imated by an assignment of a length to each 1-simplex. In this paper for each
pseudomanifold we construct a smooth manifold which we call a manifold with
defects. This manifold emerges from the purely combinatorial simplicial com-
plex as a result of gluing geometric realizations of its n-simplices followed by
removing the simplices of dimension n-2. The Regge geometry is encoded in
a boundary data of a BF-theory on this manifold. We construct an action
functional which coincides with the standard BF action for suitably regular
manifolds with defects and fields. On the other hand, the action evaluated
at solutions of the field equations satisfying certain boundary conditions co-
incides with an evaluation of the Regge action at Regge geometries defined
by the boundary data. As a result we trade the degrees of freedom of Regge
calculus for discrete degrees of freedom of topological BF theory.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Our motivation for this research comes from the spin-foam approach to Quantum Gravity
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The spin-foam models can be thought to be quantum versions
of Regge calculus. They are based on the observation made by Ponzano and Regge [11]
that an algebraic object called 6j-symbol, appearing in recoupling theory of 4 quantum
angular momenta, relates to the Regge action for 3-dimensional Euclidean gravity. This
result has been extended to the physical case: 4-dimensional Lorentzian gravity. Such
generalized symbol is called a vertex amplitude and is a basic building block of the so-
called EPRL/FK spin-foam model [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. The
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derivation of the spin-foam model is based on the Plebański formulation of Gravity as a
theory of BF type [24]. The spin-foam model is obtained by triangulating the space-time
manifold, constructing a discrete path integral for BF theory and imposing the constraint
on the 2-simplices of this triangulation.
If we remove the 2-simplices of the triangulation, we obtain a manifold with defects. As
claimed in [25] spin-foam models can be interpreted as topological theories of BF type on
such manifolds with defects. In fact, the vertex amplitude for the Lorentzian model with
non-zero cosmological constant has been recently introduced as the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons
expectation value of certain Wilson-graph operator [26, 27, 28, 29].
In this paper we study a classical relation between the (topological) BF theory [30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35] and Regge calculus [36]. Let us consider a triangulation of space-
time. The Einstein-Hilbert action evaluated at locally flat metrics singular at the 2-
simplices of the triangulation coincides with the Regge action [37] (see also [38]). In
fact we can remove the 2-simplicies (together with appropriate neighborhood), creating
thus a manifold with defects, and evaluate the Einstein-Hilbert action with the Gibbons-
Hawking-York boundary term [39, 40] at appropriate locally flat metric. When evaluated
on such metrics the interior part of the action vanishes and the boundary term becomes the
Regge action [25]. This provides some classical justification for the interpretation of spin-
foam models as topological theories of BF type on manifolds with defects. It is however
not fully satisfactory. The first reason is that Einstein’s theory of General Relativity is
not a topological theory. When viewed as a theory of BF-type it involves constraints
that are imposed not only at the boundary but also in the interior. If we relax these
conditions and impose the constraints only at the boundary, we obtain a topological field
theory (BF theory). In fact, we will show that the BF action evaluated at solutions of
its field equations satisfying certain boundary conditions coincides with an evaluation of
the Regge action at Regge geometries defined by the boundary data. Therefore we trade
the topological degrees of freedom of the BF theory for the discrete degrees of freedom of
Regge calculus. Second reason is that the locally flat metric is not the only solution of
the Einstein’s equations but this is the case for the BF theory. The third reason is that
in the previous approach a starting point was a smooth space-time which is triangulated
afterwards, whereas spin foams (and related to them Group Field Theories) refer to a
combinatorial structure of abstract complexes and the space-time emerges as build from
some basic building blocks [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. Such combinatorial characterization
gives a better control over possible histories of quantum gravitational field. In this paper
we will start with an abstract simplicial complex equipped with certain geometric structure
and from this data we will construct a smooth manifold with defects. This approach will be
more general than the previous approach because each manifold with defects obtained by
removing simplicial complexes from the triangulation can be obtained by our procedure
but we will obtain also manifolds with defects that cannot be completed to manifolds
without defects.
1.2 Motivating example and our hypothesis
The basic building block of the Regge geometries is the -cone metric [36]. The simplest
example of such metric is the metric on a 2-dimensional cone with the apex removed, i.e.
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on R2∗ := R2/{0}, induced by the flat metric on R3:
ds2 =
1
sin2 θ
dr2 + r2dϕ2,
where 0 < 2θ ≤ pi is the apex angle of the cone. A generalization of this metric to three
dimensions is the -cone metric on M = R2∗ × [0, `]:
ds2 = dz2 +
1
sin2 θ
dr2 + r2dϕ2.
Let us switch to the triad formalism:
e =
1
sin θ
dr τ1 + rdϕ τ2 + dz τ3,
where τi = − iσi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} is a basis of the su(2) Lie algebra defined by the Pauli
matrices σ1, σ2, σ3. We denote by η an invariant (positive-definite) scalar product on
su(2) in which the basis is orthonormal. The -cone metric is related to the internal
metric η by the standard relation:
g(X,Y ) = η(e(X), e(Y ))
for any X,Y ∈ TM . The connection 1-form is:
ω =
1
2
sin θdϕ τ3.
Although the connection is flat
F = dω + [ω, ω] = 0
on M a holonomy around any loop γ encircling the defect {(0, 0, z) : 0 ≤ z ≤ `} is
non-trivial
Uγ =
[
exp(− ipi sin θ) 0
0 exp(ipi sin θ)
]
.
It is the rotation by an angle 2pi −  preserving the direction of the defect. The angle
 = pi sin θ is called a deficit angle.
The fact that a holonomy of a flat connection on a non-simply connected manifold can
be non-trivial is a basis of mathematical formulation of the Aharonov-Bohm effect [47].
The defect models long and infinitely thin solenoid. Outside the solenoid the magnetic
field (i.e. curvature form) vanishes but the magnetic flux through a surface cutting the
solenoid transversely into two pieces is non-trivial. This can be interpreted as the fact
that the magnetic field (i.e. curvature form) is concentrated on the defect:
F =  δ(x, y) τ3 dx ∧ dy. (1)
Indeed, with this interpretation of the curvature, we recover the (abelian) Stokes’ theorem:
exp(
∫
Sγ
F ) = Uγ ,
where Sγ is any surface which boundary is γ.
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In three dimensions the triad coincides with the B-field and Palatini action coincides
with the BF action:
S[e, ω] =
∫
R2×[0,`]
ηije
i ∧ F j .
Let us note that outside of the defect, i.e. on R2∗× [0, `], the configuration (e, ω) presented
above satisfies the field equations:
de+ ω ∧ e = 0, F = 0.
Although e is only defined on the manifold with defect (R2∗×[0, `]), we can use the extended
definition of the curvature form (1) to extend the measure
ηije
i ∧ F j
to the manifold without defect (R2 × [0, `]). Remarkably, the evaluation at such configu-
ration
S[e, ω] =
∫
R2×[0,`]
 δ(x, y) dx ∧ dy ∧ dz = `  (2)
coincides with (a part of) the Regge action if we interpret the number ` as a length of an
edge (the defect) and the angle  as a deficit angle associated to this edge. We expect that
it is a general feature: BF action evaluated at solutions of its field equations satisfying
certain boundary conditions coincides with an evaluation of the Regge action at Regge
geometries defined by the boundary data.
1.3 Illustration of the construction of the action functional
The example above is very simple and is missing some essential features of the construction
presented in this paper. One of the simplifications is that the flat connection is reducible:
the holonomy matrix is an element of the abelian U(1) subgroup of the structure group
SU(2). Thanks to this abelian Stokes’ theorem can be used. Another simplification is
that the manifold with defect can be completed to a manifold without defect. We will use
a more general definition of manifold with defects where this will not always be possible.
A way out to deal with both problems is to define the action functional as a Riemann-
like series. This solves the first problem because the surface ordered integral from the
non-abelian version of the Stokes’ theorem [48] can be approximated by a regular surface
integral for small loops. This infinitesimal version of the Stokes theorem has in fact been
used in [48] to derive the non-abelian Stokes theorem. We will solve the second problem by
appropriately choosing the lattice: such that only the data on the manifold with defects
will be used. Let us illustrate this idea on the following example. Let us consider a
connection and a triad e on M = R2∗× [0, `]. We do not assume that the connection is flat
or trosionless. We introduce the following cubical lattice:
Λ = 
(
Z3 + (
1
2
,
1
2
, 0)
)
∩M,
where  is the lattice constant. We assume that  = `m for some positive natural number
m. For each point p = (a+ 12 , b+
1
2 , c) ∈ Λ we consider a holonomy Up;µν along a plaquette
(see for example [49]) containing the points:
p, p+ µˆ, p+ µˆ+ νˆ, p+ νˆ,
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(a) Section z = 0 of the lattice. On this
figure p = (− 12 ,− 12 , 0), µˆ = 1ˆ, νˆ = 2ˆ.
(b) Covering of M = R2∗ × [0, `] with two
open sets U1 and U2. The intersection
U1 ∩ U2 is formed by two disjoint com-
ponents U112 and U
2
12.
Figure 1: We evaluate the action SΛ defined in (4) on a flat connection described by local
connection 1-forms: ω1 = 0 defined on U1 = {(x, y, z) : y < |x|, 0 ≤ z ≤ `} and
ω2 = 0 defined on U2 = {(x, y, z) : y > −|x|, 0 ≤ z ≤ `}. The only non-trivial
contribution to the action comes from the holonomies around loops encircling
the defect Up;12, where p = (−12 ,−12 , c), c ∈ Z. This holonomy is equal to a
product of components of the locally constant transition map g12 taking value
g112 on U
1
12 and g
2
12 on U
2
12: Up;12 = g
1
12 g
2
21. The matrices g
1
12 and g
2
12 correspond
to discretized connection in the tetrad formulation of Regge calculus.
where µ, ν ∈ {1, 2, 3}, 1ˆ = (1, 0, 0), 2ˆ = (0, 1, 0), 3ˆ = (0, 0, 1). Let Fp;µν be an element of
the so(3) Lie algebra such that
Up;µν = exp(
2Fp;µν). (3)
We define the following functional
SΛ[e, ω] =
∑
p∈Λ
2 (Tr (e(∂1)|pFp;23) + Tr (e(∂2)|pFp;31) + Tr (e(∂3)|pFp;12)) 3. (4)
Clearly, it is gauge invariant. If the fields e and ω are defined by a restriction to M of
global 1-forms on M (in particular, if the SO(3) principal fibre bundle over M is trivial),
then in the limit of lattice constant going to 0 we recover the BF action:
S[e, ω] := lim
→0
SΛ[e, ω] =
∫
M
ηije
i ∧ F j .
Let us consider a flat connection (not necessarily torsionless) and a triad e on R2∗ × [0, `].
We introduce a covering of R2∗ × [0, `] with two open sets:
U1 = {(x, y, z) : y < |x|, 0 ≤ z ≤ `}, U2 = {(x, y, z) : y > −|x|, 0 ≤ z ≤ `}
The intersection U1 ∩ U2 is formed by two disjoint components (see figure 1b):
U112 = {(x, y, z) : x < −|y|, 0 ≤ z ≤ `}, U212 = {(x, y, z) : x > |y|, 0 ≤ z ≤ `},
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Clearly SΛ[e, ω] is gauge invariant. Let us fix the gauge such that the local connection
1-forms ω1 and ω2 defined on U1 and U2, respectively, vanish:
ω1 = ω2 = 0.
In this gauge the transition function g12 is locally constant (see for example [50]):
g12(x) =
{
g112 ∈ SO(n) if x ∈ U112,
g212 ∈ SO(n) if x ∈ U212.
A triad e defines and is defined by local 1-forms e1 and e2 defined on U1 and U2, respec-
tively. The so(3)-valued matrices Fp;µν defined by holonomies Up;µν by relation (3) have
the following properties:
2Fp;µν =

F if p = (−12 ,−12 , c), c ∈ Z and µ = 1, ν = 2,
−F if p = (−12 ,−12 , c), c ∈ Z and µ = 2, ν = 1,
0 otherwise,
where F is given by:
exp(F) = g112 g221.
Due to these properties the only non-zero contributions to SΛ[e, ω] come from points p in
the set l = {(−12 ,−12 , c) : c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , `}}. The limit lim→0 SΛ[e, ω] becomes
lim
→0
SΛ[e, ω] = lim
→0
Σp∈lTr (e1(∂z)|pF)  = Tr (el F) ,
where el is the integral of e over the defect
el := lim
→0
∫ `
0
e1(∂z)|p=(− 1
2
,− 1
2
,t) dt.
The action functional is similar to a part of the action functional in the tetrad formulation
of the Regge calculus [51, 52]. The role of discretized triad is played by the vector el and
the role of discretized connection is played by (locally constant) transfer matrices g112, g
2
12
of a flat bundle.
2 The space-time as a simplicial complex
In this section we describe the space-time as certain simplicial complex equipped with a
geometric structure.
An abstract simplicial complex K is a collection of non-empty finite sets called
abstract simplices such that every non-empty subset of an abstract simplex in K is an
abstract simplex in K[53, 54]. Every non-empty subset of an abstract simplex ∆ is called
a face of ∆. We will write ∆′ ≺ ∆ if ∆′ is face of ∆. In the following we will restrict to
finite complexes, i.e. to complexes that are finite sets. Any element of an abstract simplex
∆ is called a vertex of ∆. A simplex ∆ with r+ 1 vertices is said to have dimension r and
will be called an r-simplex. The maximum of the dimensions of simplices contained in K
is called the dimension of the complex K and will be denoted by dimK. We will denote
by K(r), r ∈ {0, . . . ,dimK} the set of all r-simplices in K. Clearly K = ⋃dimKr=0 K(r).
A pseudo-manifold [55] of dimension n is a finite n-dimensional simplicial complex
with the following properties:
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• each (n-1)-dimensional simplex is a face of precisely two n-dimensional simplices,
• any two n-simplices ∆ and ∆′ can be connected by a chain of simplices ∆0 =
∆, . . . ,∆k = ∆
′ such that ∆i ∩∆i+1 is an (n− 1)-dimensional simplex,
• each simplex is a face of some n-simplex.
We will further assume that the pseudomanifold is orientable, i.e. Hn(K) = Z [56]. We
will denote by volK a representative of the generator of this homology group.
We will now introduce additional structure on a pseudo-manifold, which we will call
a geometric structure. This structure is equivalent to assigning lengths to edges in the
Regge calculus and will carry the information about the orientation. Let us first recall the
definition of a (geometric) n-simplex [53]. A set of points {x0, x1, . . . , xk} in Rn is called
(affinely) independent if the system of vectors
(x1 − x0), (x2 − x0), . . . , (xk − x0)
is linearly independent. A convex hull of a set of independent points {x0, x1, . . . , xk} in Rn
is called a (geometric) k-simplex in Rn. Let us denote by ∆1, . . . ,∆N the n-dimensional
simplices of K. Consider a family of maps {σi}i∈{1,2,...,N}, σi : ∆i → Rn assigning a set of
n + 1 independent points in Rn to the set of vertices of a simplex ∆i. Each map σi will
be called a geometric realization of the (abstract) simplex ∆i. We will use the following
notation:
|∆i| := conv(σi(∆i)),
|∆|i := conv(σi(∆)) for any ∆ ⊂ ∆i,
where conv denotes the convex hall of a set of points. We will call |∆i|, |∆|i geometric
simplices. By b we will denote a barycenter of a (geometric) simplex:
b(|∆i|) := 1
n+ 1
∑
v∈∆i
σi(v), b(|∆|i) := 1
# ∆
∑
v∈∆
σi(v).
We will assume that each geometric simplex |∆i| has an orientation that agrees with the
standard orientation of Rn, i.e.
volκ([v0, v1, . . . , vn]) = sgn
(
I1I2...In(σi(v1)− σi(v0))I1 . . . (σi(vN )− σi(v0))In
)
,
where I1I2...In is the Levi-Civita symbol such that 01...n−1 = 1. We say that two maps σi
and σj are compatible if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
• dim(∆i ∩∆j) < n− 1,
• there is an affine isometry αij of the Euclidean/Minkowski space (Rn, η) preserving
the orientation such that
αij(σj(v)) = σi(v) for any v ∈ ∆i ∩∆j . (5)
Remark 1. Maps αij are unique. The condition (5) specifies an affine isometry uniquely
up to reflection about the hyperplane Σ defined by points σi(v), v ∈ ∆i∩∆j . Let v0 be the
unique element in ∆i\∆j and w0 be the unique element in ∆j\∆i. The points σi(v0) and
αij(σj(w0)) are on opposite sides of Σ because the complex is orientable, the orientation of
each geometric simplex |∆i| has an orientation that agrees with the standard orientation
of Rn and αij is orientation preserving. This fixes the remaining ambiguity.
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A geometric structure on an n-dimensional pseudo-manifold K is a family of pairwise
compatible maps {σi}i∈{1,2,...,N}. The maps αij have the following properties:
αii = id, αij = α
−1
ji .
We will call it a gluing pattern. We say that two geometric structures {σi}i∈{1,2,...,N}
and {σ′i}i∈{1,2,...,N} are equivalent if there exist affine isometries ri : Rn → Rn such that
α′ij = r
−1
i αijrj .
Example 1. Let K be a n-dimensional pseudomanifold with Euclidean geometric structure
σ. To any 1-simplex e = {v0, v1} ∈ K(1) we assign its length
`e = η(σi(v1)− σi(v0), σi(v1)− σi(v0)),
where ∆i is any n-simplex which face is e. This way we obtain Regge variables correspond-
ing to the geometric structure. Let us note that equivalent geometric structures lead to
the same Regge variables. Since each geometric n-simplex is defined uniquely up to an
affine isometry by the lengths of its edges, there is 1-1 correspondence between Regge
variables and equivalence classes of geometric structures.
Proposition 1. Each pseudomanifold can be equipped with a geometric structure.
Proof. We construct an Euclidean geometric structure on a pseudomanifold K in the fol-
lowing way. Each map σi : ∆i → Rn assigns to the vertices of the simplex ∆i the points
of the standard regular n-simplex 1 in such a way that the orientability condition (2)
is satisfied. This orientability condition and congruence of the faces of regular simplices
guarantees that any pair of maps σi, σj is compatible.
3 The space-time as a manifold with defects
With a pseudo-manifold K equipped with a geometric structure we can associate the
following structure:
• a finite set of (geometric) n-simplices;
• a choice of pairs of (n− 1)-dimensional faces of the geometric n-simplices such that
each face appears in precisely one of the pairs: by definition each (n− 1)-simplex is
a face of precisely two n-simplices; denote by ∆ij the (n− 1)-simplex that is a face
of n-simplices ∆i and ∆j ; it defines a pair of geometric (n− 1)-simplices |∆ij |i and
|∆ij |j that are faces of the geometric simplices |∆i| and |∆j |;
• an affine identification map between the faces of each pair: such identification is
given by the gluing pattern {αij}.
Such structure is called a gluing [50]. Each of the geometric n-simplices is equipped with
topology induced from the standard topology on Rn. The quotient space of the topological
sum of all the n-simplices by the equivalence relation generated by the gluing pattern {αij}
1The standard regular n-simplex is an n-simplex in Rn which edges have unit length [57].
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will be also called a gluing and denoted by |K| 2. We remove from this space a closed subset
formed by simplices of dimension not exceeding n−2. The resulting topological space will
be denoted by M . It can be equipped with a smooth atlas making it a smooth manifold,
which will be called a manifold with defects. We will now construct a coordinate system.
For each pair (∆i,∆ij) of an n-simplex ∆i and its (n− 1)-dimensional face ∆ij = ∆i ∩∆j
we construct a closed subset of |∆i| denoted by U ij that is a convex hull of σi(∆ij) and
the barycenter of |∆i|. We will also denote by |∆i| and U ij the canonical inclusions of
|∆i| and U ij into the gluing |K|. The open covering of the manifold M is of the following
form:
Ui = int
|∆i| ∪ ⋃
∆ij≺∆i
U ij
 ,
where int denotes the interior of a subset of |K|. The coordinate charts
φi : Ui → Rn
are homeomorphisms from Ui to open subsets of Rn defined in the following way:
• We consider a continuous map
φ˜i : |∆i| ∨
∨
j: dim(∆i∩∆j)=n−1
|∆j | → R4
defined by the following properties:
φ˜i((x, i)) = x, φ˜i((x, j)) = α
−1
ji (x) for j 6= i.
• Clearly it is continuous and has the property that φ˜i((x, i)) = φ˜i((y, j)) whenever
(x, i) ∼ (y, j). Therefore this map descents to a continuous map on the quotient
|∆i|∨
∨
j: dim(∆i∩∆j)=n−1 |∆j |/ ∼. The resulting map restricted to Ui is the coordinate
chart φi : Ui → Rn. Indeed, it is continuous. Thanks to the fact that αij is
orientation preserving and satisfies property (5) it is also 1-1 (see also Remark 1).
Let (Ui, φi) and (Uj , φj) be two coordinate charts such that Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅. It is easy to
check that the transition functions φji : φi(Ui ∩ Uj)→ φj(Ui ∩ Uj), φji = φjφ−1i coincide
with the gluing pattern:
φji = αji|φi(Ui∩Uj).
Since αij are affine isometries of Rn the transition functions are clearly smooth. Therefore
M is a smooth manifold. Let us note that this shows also that M is also a piecewise
linear manifold and if the metric η is Euclidean it is also an Euclidean manifold (for the
definitions we refer the reader to [50]).
Let σi and µi be two geometric structures on a pseudomanifold K. The corresponding
gluings are homeomorphic and will be denoted by |K|. Denote by (φi, Ui), (ϕi, Vi) the
corresponding coordinate charts on |K|.
Proposition 2. The charts (φi, Ui) and (ϕj , Vj) are compatible.
2For the definitions of the induced topology, topological sum and the quotient space we refer the reader
to [56].
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Proof. Let us note that for each i there exists an affine map βi : Rn → Rn such that
µi = βi ◦ σi.
The transition functions φ˜ji : φi(Ui ∩ Vj)→ ϕj(Ui ∩ Vj), φji = ϕjφ−1i are given by:
φ˜ji = βj ◦ αji|φi(Ui∩Vj).
Clearly, they are smooth diffeomorphism and therefore the charts are smoothly compatible.
As a result different geometric structures on a pseudomanifold correspond to different
charts in the same smooth structure (i.e. maximal smooth atlas). Let us recall that
Proposition 1 guarantees that each pseudomanifold can be equipped with a geometric
structure. As a result to each pseudomanifold there corresponds a unique manifold with
defects.
Example 2. Let S = {v0, v1, v2, v3} be a 4-element set. We consider a simplicial complex
K that is the set of all proper subsets of S. In fact, this is a pseudo-manifold, called also a
simplicial sphere. We equip the pseudo-manifold with the geometric structure constructed
in the proof of Proposition 1: to each 3-element subset ∆i, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} of S such that
∆i ∪ {vi} = S we assign a map σi : ∆i → R2 defined by the following formula:
(σi(v0), . . . , σi(vi−1), σi(vi+1), . . . , σi(v3)) =
{
(p0, p1, p2), if i is even,
(p2, p1, p0), if i is odd,
where
p0 = (−1
2
,−
√
3
6
), p1 = (
1
2
,−
√
3
6
), p2 = (0,
√
3
3
).
Clearly the geometric 2-simplices |∆i| are equilateral triangles. The gluing pattern is
α01(x) = Rpi
3
(x)(x− p1) + p1, α02(x) = Rpi
3
(x− p2) + p2,
α03(x) = Rpi(x− p0) + p1, α12(x) = Rpi(x− p0) + p2,
α13(x) = Rpi
3
(x− p2) + p2, α23(x) = R−pi
3
(x− p1) + p1,
where Rα is a clockwise rotation around (0, 0) through the angle α. The gluing is homeo-
morphic to S2 (a boundary of a tetrahedron) and the manifold with defects is diffeomorphic
with a sphere with 4 punctures – see figure 3.
Remark 2. A gluing in general is not a topological manifold because there may be points
which do not have any neighbourhood homeomorphic to a ball. Interesting example of
such gluing is Example 1.4.8 from [50]. However such points may lay only inside simplices
of dimension not exceeding n − 2. Since we remove such simplices from the gluing, we
always obtain a manifold.
Remark 3. A gluing is more general concept than a pseudo-manifold with geometric
structure. The non-trivial requirement is that an intersection of two simplices has to be a
simplex. However, our construction of a manifold can be easily generalized to gluings. In
this generalization:
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(a) Each geometric 2-simplex |∆i| in Example 2
is an equilateral triangle.
(b) The gluing |K| is homeomorphic to a bound-
ary of a tetrahedron, i.e. a 2-sphere.
(c) Each open set Ui is an interior in |K| of a set
|∆i| ∪
⋃
∆ij≺∆i U ij .
(d) The coordinate map φi maps the open set Ui
to an a set φi(Ui). The set φi(Ui) is denoted
on the figure by the shaded area. It is a subset
of a set φ˜i(|∆i| ∨
∨
j: dim(∆i∩∆j)=n−1 |∆j |/ ∼)
formed by 4 triangles.
Figure 2: Illustration to Example 2.
Figure 3: In Example 2 the manifold with defects M is diffeomorphic with a sphere with
4 punctures.
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• The map φ˜ should be constructed for sets |∆i| ∨
∨
∆ij≺∆i U ij .
• The intersection of two open sets Ui ∩ Uj could be disconnected. In such case the
transition function is locally constant and coincides with different affine identification
maps on different connected components.
There is a canonical metric on M . In the coordinate system constructed above it
coincides with the metric η on Rn:
gµν = ηµν .
Indeed, since in this coordinate system the transition functions are SO(n) transformations
and η is SO(n) invariant, the family of tensors η|φi(Ui) defines a tensor field on M . In the
following we will use the same symbol η to denote the metric on Rn and the canonical
metric on M .
4 BF theory on manifolds with defects
4.1 BF theory
BF theory is a gauge theory, which gauge group can be arbitrary group such that its Lie
algebra is equipped with and invariant nondegenerate bilinear form. In this paper we will
be interested only in the SO(η) group, i.e. the group of matrices acting in Rn, having
unit determinant and preserving a bilinear form η. We consider an SO(η) principal fibre
bundle P over n-dimensional oriented smooth manifold M modeling the space-time and
the fibre bundle Ad(P ) associated to P via the adjoint action of SO(η) on its Lie algebra.
The field variables are: a connection ω on P and an Ad(P )-valued (n − 2)-form B. We
will denote by F the curvature of the connection ω. Let us assume for a moment that M
is compact. The action for the theory is:
S[B,ω] =
∫
M
Tr (B ∧ F ) . (6)
The theory of Gravity can be treated as a constrained BF theory [24]. In this case
dimM = 4 and η = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) is the Minkowski metric. Consider a fibre bundle
SO(η) ×ρ Rn associated to P via the defining representation ρ. Let eI be a vierbein, i.e.
SO(η)×ρ Rn-valued 1-form. The constraints are restricting the B fields to be of the form
BIJ = ?
(
eI ∧ eJ)
for some vierbein eI . The star ? denotes the Hodge star and the internal indices denoted
by capital Latin letters I, J,K,L, . . . are lowered and raised with the metric η.
4.2 BF theory on manifolds with defects
There is a straightforward generalization of the action functional (6) to our manifolds with
defects. One could simply define the action functional to be an integral over the manifold
with defects of the form Tr (B ∧ F ). However such definition does not deal properly with
field configurations such that the curvature F has distributional support concentrated on
the defect. Since they are crucial in the Regge calculus, we will propose a regularization
of the action functional that includes such configurations. Our regularization is based on
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appropriate discretization of the action functional. We will start with a subdivision of the
manifold with defects and construct the action functional as a refinement limit of action
functionals defined on subdivisions.
4.2.1 Subdivisions of a pseudomanifold
Let (K, σ) and (K′, σ′) be two pseudo-manifolds of dimension n with geometric structures.
We will say that ϕ : |K′| → |K| is linear if the following condition is satisfied: if ∆′i′ =
{v0, . . . , vn} is an n-simplex in K and x = λ0σ′i′(v0)+. . .+λnσ′i′(vn) ∈ |∆i′ |′ then the points
ϕ(σ′i′(v0)), . . . , ϕ(σ
′
i′(vn)) belong to some simplex |∆i| in |K| and ϕ(x) = λ0ϕ(σ′i′(v0)) +
. . .+λnϕ(σ
′
i′(vn)). Let K and K
′ be two pseudomanifolds and let σ˚, σ˚′ be the corresponding
canonical geometric structures constructed in Proposition 1. Let us denote by |K′|0 and
|K|0 the corresponding gluings. We will say that K′ is a subdivision of K if there is a
linear homeomorphism ϕ : |K′|0 → |K|0.
A diameter of an n-simplex ∆′i′ ∈ K′(n) in a subdivision K′ of K will be defined by
diam(∆′i′) = sup{d(x, y) : x, y ∈ ϕ(|∆′i′ |)},
where d is the standard Euclidean metric in Rn. Let us note that the diameter of an
n-simplex in the subdivision K′ is calculated with respect to the metric on K. In this sense
we use on K′ a metric induced from K. A mesh of a subdivision K′ of K will be defined
by:
mesh(K′) = sup{diam(∆′i′) : ∆′i′ ∈ K′(n)}.
A mesh of a subdivision can be arbitrary small [56]. We will say that a sequence of
subdivisions K′m is a regular refinement if it satisfies the following conditions:
•
lim
m→∞mesh(K
′
m) = 0,
• in each K′m every (n− 2)-simplex ∆f is shared by at most Nmax n-simplices, where
the number Nmax does not depend on m,
• the number N∆,m of k-simplices in K′m subdividing a k-simplex ∆ satisfies:
N∆,m = O(−km ),
where m = mesh(K′m).
The first condition on the sequence of subdivisions is obvious. The next two require-
ments will be used in Section 5.2. They exclude for example the barycentric subdivision
[56] (see figure 4a). An example of a regular refinement is the following. The complex K′m
is obtained by performing an edgewise subdivision Esdm from [59] of each n-simplex (see
for example figure 4b). By the main theorem of [59] we know that each n-simplex is divided
into mn n-simplices of equal volume which fall into at most n!2 congruence classes. Denote
by ∆1, . . . ,∆M the n-simplices of K and by |∆ji |, j ∈ {1, . . . , n!2 } representatives of the
congruence classes of possible n-simplices appearing in the subdivisions of the n-simplices
|∆i| scaled such that the volume of |∆ji | is equal to the volume of |∆i|. Let
Max(K) = max{diam(|∆ji |) : i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, j ∈ {1, . . . ,
n!
2
}},
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(a) Barycentric subdivision of a triangle
(b) Edgewise subdivision Esd2 of a trian-
gle. In two dimensions considered first
by Freudenthal [58]. Generalized to any
dimension in [59].
Figure 4: We consider only sequences of subdivisions K′m satisfying certain regularity con-
ditions. In particular the (iterated) barycentric subdivision (a) does not satisfy
the requirement, because we assume that in each K′m every (n− 2)-simplex ∆f
is shared by at most Nmax n-simplices, where the number Nmax does not depend
on m. An example of a subdivision satisfying these conditions is the edgewise
subdivision from [59] illustrated on (b).
Min(K) = min{diam(|∆ji |) : i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, j ∈ {1, . . . ,
n!
2
}}.
Using this notation we have:
Min(K)
1
m
≤ mesh(K′m) ≤ Max(K)
1
m
.
This shows that mesh(K′m) = O(m−1) and therefore the first property is shown. We
will now show the second property. Denote by θf the sum of dihedral angles around the
(n− 2)-simplex ∆f . Let
θmax = max{{2pi} ∪ {θf : ∆f ∈ K(2)}}.
Let us notice that the sum of dihedral angles around an (n− 2)-simplex ∆f ′ in K′m (in the
Euclidean metric induced on the subdivision) is smaller or equal θmax:
θf ′ ≤ θmax.
Let αmin be the minimal dihedral angle that can appear in the n-simplices |∆ji |. The
upper bound Nmax from the second point can be chosen to be the smallest integer greater
or equal θmax/αmin:
Nmax =
⌈
θmax
αmin
⌉
.
What is left is to check the third point. Another property of the Edge Subdivision of a
simplex is that its faces are subdivided in the same way. This in particular means that
the number of k-simplices subdividing a k-simplex ∆ is mk:
N∆,m = m
k.
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(a) Curve γf . It is a composition of curves ιk and
ok. Three-dimensional example (n = 3).
(b) Vector fields X1, . . . , Xn−2, N1, N2. Three-
dimensional example (n = 3).
Figure 5: We construct the action functional as a limit of discretized actions. We focus
on 4-dimensional case but for simplicity we draw three dimensional examples.
In 4 dimensions the curvature is discretized by infinitesimal holonomies Uγf =
± exp(Ff ) taking values in SO(1, 3). Each discretized action is a sum of face con-
tributions Sf [B,ω] = sTr (B(X1, X2)Ff ), where s = sgn(voln(X1, X2, N1, N2)).
We have shown above that m = O(−1m ). Therefore
N∆,m = O(−km ).
4.2.2 The action functional
Let K be a pseudomanifold of dimension n and M be the corresponding manifold with
defects. We consider a sequence of n-simplices f = (∆1, . . . ,∆N ) satisfying the following
properties:
• ∆f :=
⋂N
i=1 ∆i is an (n− 2)-simplex,
• ∆k ∩∆k+1 is an (n− 1)-simplex for k ∈ ZN .
We will call f a face dual to ∆f or simply a dual face. For each (n−2)-simplex there exists
a dual face, because each (n− 1)-simplex is a face of precisely two different n-simplices, in
a given simplex ∆k the simplex ∆f is a face of precisely two different (n−1)-simplices, the
simplicial complex K′ is connected and finite. Let us note that whenever f = (∆1, . . . ,∆N )
is a face dual to an (n − 2)-simplex, then so is f−1 := (∆1,∆N ,∆N−1, . . . ,∆2). In fact,
any cyclic permutation of the n-simplices in f or f−1 is a face dual to the (n− 2)-simplex
∆f and there are 2N faces dual to this face.
Being given a dual face f we construct a curve γf in M encircling the defect ∆f (see
figure 5a). For each n-simplex ∆k in the sequence f we construct two edges: one incoming
to the barycenter of the n-simplex
ιk(t) = φ
−1
k (t b(|∆k|) + (1− t) b(|∆k ∩∆k−1|k)) , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,
and one outgoing from the barycenter of the n-simplex:
ok(t) = φ
−1
k (t b(|∆k ∩∆k+1|k) + (1− t) b(|∆k|)) , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
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Let us define curves sk+1,k : [0, 1]→M , k ∈ ZN as a compositions of ok with ιk+1:
sk+1,k = ιk+1 ◦ ok.
The loop γf is a composition of such curves:
γf = s1,N ◦ sN,N−1 ◦ . . . ◦ s3,2 ◦ s2,1.
Clearly γf and γf−1 are inverses of each other.
We introduce the following vectors tangent to M at the barycenter of ∆1, i.e. at a point
p = φ−11 (b(|∆1|)):
Xl(h) :=
d
dt
h(φ−11 (t(σ1(vl)− σ1(v0)) + b(|∆1|)))|t=0,
where v0, vl, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−2} are the vertices of ∆f and h is a smooth function on some
open neighbourhood of p. We also consider two vectors N1, N2 ∈ TpM :
N1 := o˙1(0), N2(h) := −ι˙1(1).
From now on we focus on the physical case, when the pseudomanifold K is 4-dimensional
and the metric η is the Minkowski metric
η = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1).
Let P be an SO(1, 3) principal fibre bundle over M . We define an element of the so(1, 3)
lie algebra Ff such that
exp(Ff ) :=
{
Uγf , if Uγf ∈ SO(1, 3)+,
−Uγf , otherwise.
where Uγf is the SO(1, 3) matrix corresponding to the holonomy around the loop γf in
the trivialization over U1. It will serve as a discretization of the curvature. Clearly, Ff
depends on the choice of orientation of γf : Ff−1 = −Ff . We define the contribution to
the action functional from the dual face in the following way:
Sf [B,ω] = sTr (B1(X1, X2)Ff ) ,
where s = sgn(voln(X1, X2, N1, N2)). Clearly, Sf is SO(1, 3) gauge invariant. As we
noted before for each n-simplex ∆i ∈ K(n) and its (n − 2)-dimensional face ∆f ≺ ∆i
there correspond two sequences f and f−1. Let us note that Sf does not depend on the
orientation of the dual face f , i.e.
Sf [B,ω] = Sf−1 [B,ω].
If f is a sequence of length N , then to the (n−2)-simplex ∆f there correspond 2N different
dual faces f1, . . . , f2N . We define
S∆f [B,ω] :=
1
2N
2N∑
k=1
Sfk [B,ω].
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The action functional corresponding to K is a sum of the functionals S∆f (see also [10, 60]):
SK[B,ω] =
∑
∆f∈K(n−2)
S∆f [B,ω].
We consider a regular refinement K′m of K. Since the manifold M corresponding to K and
M ′ corresponding to K′m can be identified P is also a principal fibre bundle over M ′. Our
functional is a continuum limit of these discrete actions:
S[B,ω] = lim
m→∞SK
′
m
[B,ω]. (7)
Since each Sf is SO(1, 3) gauge invariant, so is S.
5 Euler-Lagrange field equations
5.1 Boundary conditions
We assume the following boundary conditions:
1. Each form φ∗iBi, φ
∗
iωi defined on φi(Ui) ⊂ R4 extends smoothly to some neighbor-
hood containing φi(Ui); let us denote these extensions by B˜i, ω˜i.
2. We assume that the principal fibre bundle P is flat (i.e. supports a flat connection).
We choose a trivialization in which the transfer functions are constant and we assume
that for each 4-simplex ∆i there exists a map µi : ∆i → Rn assigning a set of n+ 1
independent points in Rn to the set of vertices of a simplex ∆i, such that:
a) Each vector µi(v)− µi(w), where v, w ∈ ∆i, is space-like, v, w ∈ ∆i.
b) The orientation of the geometric simplex |∆i|µi := conv(µi(∆i)) agrees with
the orientation of Rn:
volK([v0, v1, v2, v3, v4]) = sgn(I1I2I3I4(µi(v1)− µi(v0))I1 . . . (µi(v4)− µi(v0))I4).
c) Being given a dual face f = (∆1, . . . ,∆N ), we fix an orientation of each (n−2)-
simplex |∆f |µi := conv(µi(∆f )): consider two constant vector fields N1;i and
N2;i on R4 whose components are
N I1;i(p) = b(|∆i ∩∆i+1|µi)I − b(|∆i|µi)I ,
N I2;i(p) = b(|∆i ∩∆i−1|µi)I − b(|∆i|µi)I .
The orientation |∆f |µi is defined by a volume form vol|∆f |µi = ι∗|∆f |µi (N2yN1yvol4),
where vol4 = dx0 ∧ . . . ∧ dx3;
BIJf ;i =
∫
|∆f |µi
B˜IJi =
1
2
IJKL(µi(v1)− µi(v0))K(µi(v2)− µi(v0))L,
where v0, v1, v2 are the vertices of ∆f such that
IJKL(µi(v1)− µi(v0))I(µi(v2)− µi(v0))JNK1;i(p)NL2;i(p) > 0
for arbitrary p ∈ Rn.
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Remark 4. Let us note that the simplices |∆f |i for i ranging in the set of 4-simplices
sharing ∆f have consistent orientation, in the sense that if
BIJf ;i =
1
2
IJKL(µi(v1)− µi(v0))K(µi(v2)− µi(v0))L
then
BIJf ;j =
1
2
IJKL(µj(v1)− µj(v0))K(µj(v2)− µj(v0))L.
In order to show it, let us note that the condition
IJKL(µi(v1)− µi(v0))I(µi(v2)− µi(v0))JNK1;i(p)NL2;i(p) > 0
is equivalent to
IJKL(µi(v1)− µi(v0))I(µi(v2)− µi(v0))J(µi(v)− µi(v0))K(µi(v3)− µi(v0))L > 0,
where ∆i−1∩∆i = {v0, v1, v2, v}, ∆i∩∆i+1 = {v0, v1, v2, v3}. Therefore volK([v0, v1, v2, v, v3]) >
0. From orientability condition of the simplicial complex, it follows, that volK([v0, v1, v2, v3, w]) >
0, where ∆i+1 = {v0, v1, v2, v3, w}. Therefore
IJKL(µi+1(v1)−µi+1(v0))I(µi+1(v2)−µi+1(v0))J(µi+1(v3)−µi(v0))K(µi+1(w)−µi+1(v0))L > 0.
This equation is equivalent to
IJKL(µi+1(v1)− µi+1(v0))I(µi+1(v2)− µi+1(v0))JNK1;i+1(p)NL2;i+1(p) > 0.
Although the constraints on the BIJf ;i are imposed on each simplex separately, the ge-
ometries of the simplices match thanks to the implicit conditions
BIJf ;i = g
I
ij Kg
J
ij LB
KL
f ;j .
This is proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The family of maps {µi}i∈{1,...,N forms a geometric structure on K.
Proof. It is enough to show that the maps µi are pairwise compatible. Let Tv be a
translation in R4 by a vector v:
Tv(w) = w + v.
Let us focus on two neighbouring 4-simplices ∆i and ∆j . We claim that
αij = Tb(|∆i∩∆j |µi ) gij T−b(|∆i∩∆j |µj )
is the isometry of the Minkowski space (R4, η) satisfying (5). We will now prove this
claim. Let Nij , Nji ∈ R4 be normalized vectors orthogonal to the boundary triangles of
the tetrahedron |∆i ∩ ∆j |µj and |∆i ∩ ∆j |µi , respectively. The vectors are unique up to
transformations Nij 7→ −Nij , Nji 7→ −Nji. We fix this ambiguity by requiring that
IJKL(µj(v1)− µj(v0))I(µj(v2)− µj(v0))J(µj(v3)− µj(v0))KNLij < 0 (8)
and
IJKL(µi(v1)− µi(v0))I(µi(v2)− µi(v0))J(µi(v3)− µi(v0))KNLji > 0, (9)
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where IJKL is the Levi-Civita symbol, 0123 = 1, ∆i = {v0, v1, v2, v3, v},∆j = {v0, v1, v2, v3, w}
and volK([v0, v1, v2, v3, v]) > 0, volK([v0, v1, v2, v3, w]) < 0. In other words Nij is an out-
ward pointing normal to the tetrahedron |∆i ∩ ∆j |µj and Nji is an outward pointing
normal to the tetrahedron |∆i∩∆j |µi . Consider two SO(1,3) transformations hi, hj , map-
ping the vectors Nij and Nji into (1, 0, 0, 0) and (−1, 0, 0, 0), respectively. Define maps
µ′i : ∆i → R4, µ′j : ∆j → R4 by the following formula
µ′i(v) = hi(µi(v)− b(|∆i ∩∆j |µi)), µ′j(v) = hj(µj(v)− b(|∆i ∩∆j |µj )).
The maps µ′i and µ
′
j are obtained from µi and µj by composing with affine isometries.
Therefore the relation can be easily inverted. The conditions (8) and (9) become:
abc(µ
′
j(v1)− µ′j(v0))a(µ′j(v2)− µ′j(v0))b(µ′j(v3)− µ′j(v0))c > 0 (10)
and
abc(µ
′
i(v1)− µ′i(v0))a(µ′i(v2)− µ′i(v0))b(µ′i(v3)− µ′i(v0))c > 0, (11)
where a, b, c ∈ {1, 2, 3}, 123 = 1. Let us note that
µi(v) = αij(µj(v)) ⇐⇒ µ′i(v) = α′ij(µ′j(v)),
where α′ij = higijh
−1
j . Therefore, in order to check the property (5) it is enough to check
the primed version from the equation above. Let us note that
BIJf ;i = g
I
ij Kg
J
ij LB
KL
f ;j .
Since the normal vectors Nij and Nji are defined uniquely up to overall ±1 factor by
equations:
NJjiIJKLB
KL
f ;i = 0, N
J
ijIJKLB
KL
f ;j = 0 (12)
it follows that Nji = ±gijNij . As a result, α′ij is a linear isometry of R4 which maps
vectors orthogonal to (1, 0, 0, 0) into vectors orthogonal to (1, 0, 0, 0). Therefore, when
restricted to R3, it is an orthogonal transformation. Denote by
B′IJf ;i := (hi)
I
K(hi)
J
LB
KL
f ;i , B
′IJ
f ;j := (hj)
I
K(hj)
J
LB
KL
f ;j .
In particular (see remark 4):
B′IJf ;i =
1
2
IJKL(µ
′
i(w1)− µ′i(w0))K(µ′i(w2)− µ′i(w0))L, (13)
B′IJf ;j =
1
2
IJKL(µ
′
j(w1)− µ′j(w0))K(µ′j(w2)− µ′j(w0))L, (14)
where ∆f = {w0, w1, w2}. Denote also by
|∆i ∩∆j |µ′k = conv(µ
′
k(∆i ∩∆j)), |∆f |µ′k := conv(µ
′
k(∆f )), k ∈ {i, j}.
From (12) it follows that
B′abf ;i = B
′ab
f ;j = 0, a, b ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
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Consider vectors
Kaf ;k :=
{
B′0af ;k, if the orientation of |∆f |µ′k agrees with the orientation of |∆i ∩∆j |µ′k ,
−B′0af ;k, if the orientation of |∆f |µ′k is opposite to the orientation of |∆i ∩∆j |µ′k ,
where k = i or k = j. The vectors Kaf ;i and K
a
f ;j are outward pointing normals to
the boundary triangles of the tetrahedra |∆i ∩∆j |µ′i and |∆i ∩∆j |µ′j respectively. From
equations (10), (11), (13) and (14) it follows that the orientation of |∆f |µ′i agrees with the
orientation of |∆i∩∆j |µ′i if and only if the orientation of |∆f |µ′j agrees with the orientation
of |∆i ∩∆j |µ′j . As a result the map α′ij maps the outward pointing normals to the faces of
the tetrahedron |∆i ∩∆j |µ′i into outward pointing normals to the faces of the tetrahedron|∆i ∩∆j |µ′j . Being an orthogonal transformation, it preserves the lengths of vectors:
|| ~Kf ;i|| = || ~Kf ;j ||,
Therefore the area of a triangle |∆f |µ′i is the same as the area of the triangle |∆f |µ′j . From
Minkowski theorem about convex polyhedra [61] it follows that α′ij(|∆i ∩ ∆j |µ′j ) differs
from |∆i ∩∆j |µ′i possibly by a translation. However, α′ij maps a barycenter of |∆i ∩∆j |µ′j
into barycenter of |∆i ∩∆j |µ′i . Therefore
|∆i ∩∆j |µ′i = α′ij(|∆i ∩∆j |µ′j ). (15)
Since it maps a normal to a face |∆f |µ′j , to a normal of a face |∆f |µ′i , it maps the points
of |∆f |µ′j to the points of |∆f |µ′i , i.e.
|∆f |µ′i = α′ij(|∆f |µ′j ). (16)
For each v ∈ ∆i ∩ ∆j there is unique triangle ∆f ⊂ ∆i ∩ ∆j such that v 6∈ ∆f . From
equations (15) and (16) it follows that
µ′i(v) = α
′
ij(µ
′
j(v)).
5.2 The Euler-Lagrange field equations for the BF theory on manifolds with
defects
We will now derive the Euler-Lagrange field equations characterizing the stationary points
of the action functional (7). We will consider variations of the B field preserving these
boundary conditions, i.e. variations δω, δB such that δB vanishes at the boundary. We do
not assume vanishing of δω at the boundary. We require only that each local Lie-algebra-
valued 1-form φ∗i δωi extends smoothly to some neighborhood containing φi(Ui).
We split the set of (n− 2)-simplices of a subdivision K′m of K into two disjoint sets
K′(n−2)m = K
′interior
m ∪ K′boundarym ,
where K′boundarym consists of those (n − 2)-simplices of K′m that are contained in (n − 2)-
simplices of K, i.e. for each (n − 2)-simplex ∆′f ′ ≺ ∆′i′ there exists an (n − 2)-simplex
∆f ≺ ∆i such that
ϕ(|∆′f ′ |i′) ⊂ |∆f |i.
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The action functional SK′m [B,ω] can be split into a sum of two contributions
SK′m [B,ω] = S
interior
K′m [B,ω] + S
boundary
K′m
[B,ω],
where
SboundaryK′m
[B,ω] :=
∑
∆′
f ′∈K′
boundary
m
S∆′
f ′
[B,ω].
This splitting of the functional SK′m leads to a splitting of the action functional (7):
S[B,ω] = Sinterior[B,ω] + Sboundary[B,ω],
where
Sinterior[B,ω] = lim
m→∞S
interior
K′m [B,ω]
and
Sboundary[B,ω] = lim
m→∞S
boundary
K′m
[B,ω].
We will assume that the fields B and ω are such that the form Tr (B ∧ F ) is Lebesgue
integrable. With this assumption the part Sinterior[B,ω] can be expressed as an integral3:
Sinterior[B,ω] =
∫
M
Tr (B ∧ F ) .
We calculate the Euler-Lagrange field equations. First, let us notice that
Theorem 2.
Sboundary[B + δB, ω + δω] = Sboundary[B,ω]
for any variations δB and δω such that δB = 0 at the boundary.
Proof. To show this notice that
SboundaryK′m
[B + δB, ω + δω]− SboundaryK′m [B,ω] =
=
∑
∆′
f ′∈K′
boundary
m
(±δB(X1, X2)Ff (ω + δω)±B(X1, X2)(Ff (ω + δω)−Ff (ω))) .
Let  = mesh(K′m). We notice that X1, X2 = O(). Since δB vanishes at the boundary, it
follows that δB(X1, X2) = O(3). On the other hand Ff = O(1). From the assumptions
about the subdivision stated in Section 4.2 it follows that #K′boundarym = O(−2). Therefore∑
∆′
f ′∈K′
boundary
m
δB(X1, X2)Ff = O().
Now we will show that Ff (ω + δω)−Ff (ω) = O(). Let us for simplicity assume that all
the transition functions around an (n− 2)-simplex ∆′f ′ ∈ K′boundarym are identity matrices
except for g1N 4. In this case the holonomy around the loop γf is simply
Uγf (ω) = g1NP exp(
∫
γf
ω).
3Let us notice that Riemann integrability would be not sufficient.
4It is always possible to use an equivalent fibre bundle such that this holds.
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Let us denote by F1N the Lie algebra element such that exp(F1N ) = ±g1N . Let us recall
that the curve γf is composed from segments ιk, ok. Let us notice that ι˙k(1), o˙k(0) = O().
From the parallel transport equation it immediately follows that:
P exp(
∫
ok
ω) = 1 + ω(o˙k(0)) +O(2) = exp(ω(o˙k(0))) +O(2) =
= exp(ω(o˙k(0)))(1 +O(2)) = exp(ω(o˙k(0)) + ln(1 +O(2))) =
= exp(ω(o˙k(0)) +O(2)) = exp(
∫
ok
ω +O(2)),
where in the last equality we used the fact that the left Riemann sum (consisting of only
one summand) ω(o˙k(0)) approximates the integral
∫
ok
ω up to an error of order O(2).
Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula and the fact that the number of segments
ιk, ok in a loop γf is bounded from above, we see that
P exp(
∫
γf
ω) = exp(
∫
γf
ω +O(2)).
Applying the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula again we obtain
Uγf (ω) = ± exp(F1N +A
∫
γf
ω +O(2)),
where A is a linear operator A : g → g not depending on  defined by iterated adjoint
actions of the Lie algebra element F1N . Since the (Euclidean) length of the loop γf is of
order , it follows that
∫
γf
δω = O(). Thus we conclude that
Ff (ω + δω)−Ff (ω) = A
∫
γf
δω +O(2) = O().
Let us notice, that we did not need to assume that δω = 0 at the boundary. Since
B(X1, X2) = O(2) and #K′boundarym = O(−2), we see that∑
∆′
f ′∈K′
(n−2)
boundary
±B(X1, X2)(Ff (ω + δω)−Ff (ω)) = O().
Therefore in the limit → 0 we obtain that
Sboundary[B + δB, ω + δω]− Sboundary[B,ω] = 0.
An immediate consequence of this theorem is that the stationary points of the action (7)
satisfying the boundary conditions coincide with the stationary points of Sinterior[B,ω] =∫
M Tr (B ∧ F ). In particular, the Euler-Lagrange field equations are:
DB = 0, F = 0
on M . Since the solutions of these field equations are flat connections, the part Sinterior
vanishes on the solutions B˚, ω˚ of these field equations. We will choose a trivialization in
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which the transition functions are constant. The remaining contribution comes from the
boundary:
S[B˚, ω˚] = Sboundary[B˚, ω˚] =
∑
∆f∈K(2)
Tr (Bf ;iFf ;i) ,
where ∆f is the unique triangle corresponding to a face f and ∆i is any simplex in the
sequence f (due to the transformation properties of Bf and Uf the expression Tr (Bf ;iFf ;i)
does not depend on the choice of simplex ∆i in the sequence f).
5.3 The canonical B-field and flat connection on a manifold with defects
Let K be 4-dimensional oriented pseudomanifold and let µ be a Lorentzian geometric
structure such that each vector µi(v) − µi(w), v, w ∈ ∆i is space-like. In this section
we will show that there exists a flat principal fibre bundle P and solutions of the Euler-
Lagrange field equations satisfying boundary conditions defined by µ (see Section 5.1, in
particular Theorem 1).
We consider the corresponding manifold with defects M and a bundle L(M) of linear
frames over M . The structure group of L(M) is reducible to O(1,3), because the transition
functions gij are Jacobi matrices of affine isometries of the Minkowski space (R4, η):
gij = Dαij .
Since M is orientable, the structure group can be further reduced to SO(1,3). The resulting
subbundle of oriented orthonormal frames will be our principal fibre bundle P . We will
denote by SO(1, 3)×ρ R4 the fibre bundle associated to P via the defining representation
ρ. Let ω be a connection form on P and e be a SO(1, 3) ×ρ R4-valued 1-form, called
a vierbein. It is well known that a connection form defines and is uniquely defined by
a family {ωi} of Lie algebra valued 1-forms each defined on Ui satisfying the following
conditions (see for example Chapter 2, Proposition 1.4. in [62]):
ωi = gij ωj g
−1
ij − dgij g−1ij on Ui ∩ Uj .
Similarly, a vierbein e is described by a family {ei} of Rn-valued 1-forms each defined on
Ui subject to the condition:
ei = ρ(gij)ej on Ui ∩ Uj .
The canonical vierbein is given by:
e˚Ii = dx
I , if dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx4 = f voln|Ui , ∀p∈Mf(p) > 0,
e˚1i = dx
1, e˚2i = dx
2, e˚3 = dx4, e˚4 = dx3, if dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx4 = f voln|Ui , ∀p∈Mf(p) < 0.
As always xI are the component functions of a coordinate map φi:
φi(p) = (x
1(p), . . . , x4(p)).
The canonical B-field satisfying the boundary conditions defined by µ is
B˚IJ = ?(˚eI ∧ e˚J).
There is a canonical connection on P :
ω˚i = 0.
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Clearly, the connection ω˚ is flat
F = 0
and compatible with the vierbein e˚:
d˚eIi + ω˚
I
i J ∧ e˚Ji = d˚eIi = 0.
In particular,
D B˚ = 0.
Remark 5. Although the connection ω˚ is flat, a holonomy around a defect can be non-
trivial. Let us consider for example an n−2 simplex ∆f and its dual face f = (∆1, . . . ,∆N ).
The holonomy around the loop γf is
Uγf = g1 2 . . . gN−1N gN 1,
where gij are the transition functions. Let us note that the transition functions need to
be constant, because ω˚i = 0. These equations are often interpreted in the literature as a
discretization of the connection [52, 51, 3]. In our approach the connection is smooth (not
discretized) and gij are transition functions defining an (in general non-trivial) principal
fibre bundle.
6 Relation between Regge calculus and BF theory on manifolds
with defects
6.1 Regge action
Since we focus on the (physical) Lorentzian signature, we use a Lorentzian version of the
Regge action introduced in [63] (see also [16]). We will review it in this subsection.
Let K be a 4-dimensional oriented pseudomanifold. Regge data is an assignment to each
1-simplex e ∈ K(1), called an edge, its length `(e). A Lorentzian geometric structure σ on
K defines the length of each edge e = {v0, v1} as the unique positive number `(e) such that
`(e)2 = η(σi(v1)− σi(v0), σi(v1)− σi(v0)),
where ∆i is any n-simplex which face is the edge e, e ≺ ∆i. Let Nij be the outward
pointing normal to the tetrahedron |∆i∩∆j |j . We can further classify the outward pointing
normals as future pointing or past pointing according to the standard time-orientation of
the Minkowski space. Following [63, 16] we define a dihedral angle between tetrahedra
|∆i∩∆j |i and |∆i∩∆k|i at the triangle ∆f = ∆i∩∆j ∩∆k (we assume that ∆i∩∆j ∩∆k
is a 2-simplex) to be (see figure 6):
• the positive angle θf,i such that
cosh(θf,i) = Nji ·Nki,
if one of the normals is future-pointing and the other is past-pointing;
• the negative angle θf,i such that
cosh(θf,i) = −Nji ·Nki,
if both normals are either future-pointing or past-pointing.
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(a) Thin wedge. (b) Thick wedge.
Figure 6: We define a dihedral angle θf,i between tetrahedra |∆i∩∆j |i and |∆i∩∆k|i at the
triangle ∆f = ∆i∩∆j ∩∆k. The vector Nij is the unit outward pointing normal
to the tetrahedron |∆i ∩∆j |j . The vector nij is the unit vector parallel to the
tetrahedron |∆i ∩∆j |j , orthogonal to the triangle |∆f |j and pointing inside the
tetrahedron. The dihedral angle θf,i is the positive angle such that cosh(θf,i) =
Nji ·Nki in case (a) and the negative angle θf,i such that cosh(θf,i) = −Nji ·Nki
in case (b).
Following [63] we will say that tetrahedra |∆i ∩∆j |i and |∆i ∩∆k|i form a thin wedge at
the triangle |∆f |i if θf,i is positive or thick wedge if it is negative.
We define the deficit angle to be the negative of the sum of dihedral angles at a triangle
∆f
εf = −
∑
i:∆i∩∆f 6=∅
θf,i.
Let Af be the area of any triangle |∆f |i (let us note that the area is the same for any i).
The Regge action takes the following form:
SRegge(K, `) =
∑
∆f∈K(2)
Afεf .
6.2 Relation between Regge action and BF theory on manifolds with defects
Remarkably, the evaluation of the action action functional (7) on the solutions of its Euler-
Lagrange field equations satisfying the boundary conditions from Section 5.1 coincides with
the evaluation of the Regge action at Regge variables defined by the boundary data. This
is shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let B˚, ω˚ be the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange field equations satisfying the
boundary conditions defined by a family of maps µi : ∆i → R4 (see Section 5.1). Denote
by ` : K(1) → R+ the map assigning to each edge e = {v0, v1} the unique positive number
`(e) such that
`(e)2 = η(µi(v1)− µi(v0), µi(v1)− µi(v0)), e ≺ ∆i.
The following equality holds:
1
2
S[B˚, ω˚] = SRegge(K, `).
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Proof. In order to show it, it is enough to check that
Tr (Bf ;iFf ;i) = 2Afεf .
Without loss of generality, we can assume, that the n-simplices are numbered such that
f = (∆1, . . . ,∆N ). Since Tr (Bf ;iFf ;i) is gauge invariant, we will work in a convenient
gauge in which
g1 2 = g2 3 = . . . = gN−1N = 1,
where 1 is the identity matrix. In fact, without loss of generality we can assume that
µi(v) = µj(v),
whenever v ∈ ∆i ∩ ∆j , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}5. Let ∆f = {v0, v1, v2} and assume that the
orientation of |∆f |i is such that:
BIJf ;i =
1
2
IJKL(µi(v1)− µi(v0))K(µi(v2)− µi(v0))L.
We will denote by the same symbol Bf ;i the Lie algebra element
B If ;i J = B
IK
f ;i ηKJ .
and by ?Bf ;i the Lie algebra element
?B If ;i J =
1
2
IJKLB
KL
f ;i .
We consider a matrix
exp(−θf,i
Af
Bf ;i).
Let nij be the vector parallel to the tetrahedron |∆i ∩ ∆j |j , orthogonal to the triangle
|∆f |j and pointing inside the tetrahedron, i.e.
nij · (µj(v3)− µj(v0)) > 0, where ∆i ∩∆j = {v0, v1, v2, v3}.
Let Nij be the outward pointing normal to the tetrahedron |∆i ∩ ∆j |j (considered as a
boundary tetrahedron of |∆j |). Denote by wi, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the unique vertex of ∆i
such that wi /∈ ∆i ∩∆i+1. Using this notation we have
∆i = {v0, v1, v2, wi, wi+1},
where wN+1 := w1. Let us note that
volK([v0, v1, v2, wi, wi+1]) = 1.
This means in particular that
nIi−1 i = −
1
Af
B If ;i JN
J
i−1 i,
5To this end we use an equivalent geometric structure obtained by appropriate translations.
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for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, where we used a notation n0 1 := nN 1, N0 1 := NN 1. A straightfor-
ward calculation shows that
N Ii−1 i = −
1
Af
B If ;i Jn
J
i−1 i.
Using these definitions we can easily calculate exp(− θf,iAf Bf ;i)Ni−1 i by expanding into
power series:
exp(−θf,i
Af
Bf ;i)Ni−1 i =
∞∑
k=0
(θf,i)
2k
(2k)!
Ni−1 i +
∞∑
k=0
(θf,i)
2k+1
(2k + 1)!
ni−1 i.
As a result
exp(−θf,i
Af
Bf ;i)Ni−1 i = cosh(θf,i)Ni−1 i + sinh(θf,i)ni−1 i. (17)
Similarly
exp(−θf,i
Af
Bf ;i)ni−1 i = sinh(θf,i)Ni−1 i + cosh(θf,i)Ni−1 i. (18)
We will consider now separately the two possibilities:
1. The tetrahedra |∆i−1∩∆i|i and |∆i∩∆i+1|i form a thin wedge at the triangle |∆f |i.
In this case (see figure 6a)
Ni+1 i = − cosh(θf,i)Ni−1 i + sinh(θf,i)ni−1 i,
ni+1 i = − sinh(θf,i)Ni−1 i + cosh(θf,i)ni−1 i,
where i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and NN+1N := N1N , nN+1N := n1N . Comparing with formula
(17) and (18) we obtain:
Ni+1 i = − exp(θf,i
Af
Bf ;i)Ni−1 i.
and
ni+1 i = exp(
θf,i
Af
Bf ;i)ni−1 i.
2. The tetrahedra |∆i−1∩∆i|i and |∆i∩∆i+1|i form a thick wedge at the triangle |∆f |i.
In this case (see figure 6b)
Ni+1 i = cosh(θf,i)Ni−1 i − sinh(θf,i)ni−1 i,
ni+1 i = sinh(θf,i)Ni−1 i − cosh(θf,i)ni−1 i.
Comparing with formula (17) and (18) we obtain:
Ni+1 i = exp(
θf,i
Af
Bf ;i)Ni−1 i,
and
ni+1 i = − exp(θf,i
Af
Bf ;i)ni−1 i.
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Let us note that
− exp(θf,i
Af
Bf ;i +
pi
Af
? Bf ;i)
is an SO(1,3) transformation fixing each vector parallel to the triangle |∆f |i and
mapping ni−1 i into ni+1 i.
Since we chose a gauge in which g1 2 = g2 3 = . . . = gN−1N = 1, we have
Ni+1 i = −Ni i+1, ni+1 i = ni i+1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}.
Let us define
Πf,i :=
{
0, if the tetrahedra |∆i−1 ∩∆i|i and |∆i ∩∆i+1|i form a thin wedge at the triangle |∆f |i,
1, if the tetrahedra |∆i−1 ∩∆i|i and |∆i ∩∆i+1|i form a thick wedge at the triangle |∆f |i.
Combining the observations above we conclude that
(−1)
∑
i Πf,ie
∑
i
(
θf,i
Af
Bf ;i+Πf,i
pi
Af
?Bf ;i
)
is the unique SO(1,3) transformation that fixes each vector parallel to the triangle |∆f |i
and maps nN 1 into n1N . Therefore it coincides with (g1N )−1. This means that
Ff ;1 = −
∑
i
(
θf,i
Af
Bf ;i + Πf,i
pi
Af
? Bf ;i
)
Since µi(v) = µ1(v), for v ∈ ∆f and ?Bf ;i is orthogonal to Bf ;i, we conclude
Tr (Bf ;1Ff ;1) = 2εfAf .
7 Summary, discussion and outlook
For each pseudomanifold we constructed a smooth manifold, which we called a manifold
with defects. In the standard approach a manifold with defects is obtained by triangu-
lating a smooth manifold and removing simplices of dimension not exceeding n− 2. Our
construction is more general, because it includes all manifolds with defects obtained by
the standard procedure but allows also manifolds with defects that cannot be completed
to smooth manifolds without defects. Thanks to this our manifolds have purely combina-
torial characterization. This has important technical and conceptual consequences. From
technical point of view, it gives a better control over the histories of gravitational field
that contribute to the path integral. From the conceptual point of view, it supports a
scenario where a smooth space-time emerges from more fundamental combinatorial object
as expected for example in [64].
Our manifolds with defects are not simply connected. Therefore a holonomy of a flat
connection around a closed loop can be non-trivial. As in the Aharonov-Bohm effect the
curvature (describing magnetic field) has distributional support on the defect (describing
thin and long solenoid). Since our manifolds in full generality cannot be completed to
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manifolds without defects these distributions have to be appropriately regularized. We
regularized them by defining the action functional as a limit of Riemann-like sums. In our
regularization we define (implicitly) the curvature at points of the gluing |K|, where the
metric is not smooth or even a neighbourhood of a point is not homeomorphic to an open
subset of Rn. It shares these features with the Lipschitz-Killing curvatures introduced
in [65, 66, 67] for Riemannian metrics. However, we focus on 4-dimensional Lorentzian
Gravity in the Plebański formulation and we do not use the Lipschitz-Killing curvatures
explicitly.
We imposed certain boundary conditions that correspond to Regge geometries. We
showed that the field equations resulting from our action functional are
DB = 0, F = 0
on the manifold with defects. It turned out that our action functional evaluated at solu-
tions of the field equations satisfying our boundary conditions coincides with the Regge
action evaluated at the Regge variables defined by the boundary data. As a result the
Hamilton-Jacobi functional for our action has an interpretation in terms of the Regge
action. Therefore we expect that at the quantum level the theory defined by our action is
a quantum version of Regge calculus. This quantum theory should be constructed using
the spin-foam approach. The starting point should be a discrete action corresponding to
a subdivision K′m. We expect that a refinement limit m→∞ could be calculated exactly,
because the spin-foam model of BF theory does not depend on a triangulation and we
impose the constraints only at the boundary, not in the interior. The foams would be
naturally embedded in the manifold with defects. Since each slice of such foam would be
a spin-network state embedded in 3-dimensional manifold with defects and the curvature
of the connection is concentrated on the defects, it seems possible that the spin foams
constructed this way could define the dynamics of the Loop Quantum Gravity states in
the recently introduced BF representation [68, 69, 70, 71, 72].
Our approach provides new interpretation of the imposition of the constraints in the
spin-foam models. General Relativity can be viewed as a BF theory with constraints [24].
The constraints enforce equality of the right-handed area and the left-handed area defined
by the B field [73] for any surface embedded in space-time (see also [74]). We propose that
if we impose the constraints only on the surface corresponding to the defects we obtain an
approximation of General Relativity which coincides with the Regge theory. As a result,
we propose an alternative interpretation of a single spin foam – not as a truncation of
the full theory obtained by discretization but rather by imposing the constraints only on
certain surface, not on any surface.
A relation between a theory of discrete gravity and topological field theory with curva-
ture defects has been recently studied in [75]. As in the model in [75] we obtain a field
theoretic description of a theory of discrete gravity. In our case this theory is precisely the
Regge theory. In particular the curvature is concentrated on 2-dimensional cells whereas
in [75] it is concentrated on 3-dimensional cells. Another difference is that in [75] the
defects are light-like whereas in our work they are space-like.
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